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Our Story starts here....
According to the National Institute of Health, Singapore has a relatively high prevalence of
people with yearly heavy drinking of 12.6%, and people with lifetime heavy drinking of 15.9%.
Vaping is now a new drug on the rise in this country. But why is this a problem? According to
researchers,the majority of addicts started in their teen years. Most teens like us are curious
about the things they cannot do yet but really want to try. Things like smoking, drinking
alcohol with their friends and gambling, all are appealing to a teenager in society. According to
the Centres for Disease Control, nearly 9 out of 10 adults who smoke started before turning 18,
in an article written by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, adults aged 26
and older who were exposed to alcohol by 15 were 3.5 times more likely to report having an
alcohol use disorder, in a report survey done by the National Council on Problem Gambling,
44% of Singapore residents aged 18 and above reported that they had participated in at least
one form of gambling activity in 2020.

Our Research links here in this write up
Sources are
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4028979/#:~:text=Singapore%20has%20a
%20relatively%20high,declines%20in%20quality%20of%20life.

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/singapore/vaping-youths-cigarettes-legalise-vape-
regulate-smoke-
3419681#:~:text=Last%20year%2C%20the%20Health%20Sciences,with%201%2C266%20peopl
e%20in%202020.
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https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/youth_data/tobacco_use/index
.htm
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PRIMARY RESEARCH: The survey we created to collect results
for the feasibility and desired qualities of the app

1NrmZKhBgYq6Bssz6
FORMS.GLE

What we learnt from our survey findings about what qualities the
addiction healing app should have

What we learnt about how people support each other in times of
addiction
Based on this we decided our app should 
1)SUBSTITUTE (help addicts build more constructive habits)
2)SUPPORT (�nd a community of people to lean on)
3)HEAL (through sustained resilience, wean away from their addiction)
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Our Pitch Proposal for our SPARK LIFE app
Click to VIEW ALL THE SLIDES

SparkLife App design-final version
PDF document
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Quality 3 : Gamification so that healing is not pain , but fun and
inspired
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Quality 1: Positive Symbolism for Inspiration
We use the Phoenix as a inspiration for our users to burn away their addictions and grow
stronger through resilience from it, just like how a Phoenix can reborn

Quality 2: Easy navigation to be independent or SEEK SUPPORT

Our screen interface is simple to use and more importantly designed to help users be
independent in their �ght of addiction or reach out to others if they need support from the
community in therapy or support groups

Quality : Reflective Positivism
SUBSTITUTION by replacing addictions with positive habits. Having a motivational digital
buddy in bitmoji form can keep you occupied in constructive ways and remind you to stay on
track .
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A.I features: Emotion Tracking using AI recognition of emotional
state of your voice
The emotional state of a person can be +

Sobriety is a journey, not a destination

Dashboard design: How to track Sobriety
Analytics of progress of user

How to sustain Sobriety
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